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OPTiM Corporation (OPTiM), a market leader in AI, IoT and big data platforms, has signed an SDK 

license agreement with Genetec Inc. (Genetec; headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 

President and CEO: Pierre Lars), the world's No. 1※1 company of video management systems 

(VMS). OPTiM has verified the connection between the VMS service Omnicast of Genetec Security 

Center, Genetec's comprehensive security platform, and OPTiM AI Camera, an AI-based image 

analysis solution. 

 

As a result, Genetec’s existing "Omnicast" customers, including large facilities with even tens of 

thousands of surveillance cameras, will immediately have access to the more than 300 pre-trained 

AI models for eleven industries provided by OPTiM AI Camera. 

 

Based on this agreement, Genetec Security Center and OPTiM AI Camera will work together to 

create even more value for customers not only in Japan and other Asian countries, but also all over 

the world, including the U.S. and Europe. 
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OPTiM AI Camera and Genetec Security Center Collaboration 
Connecting with the world's No. 1 company of video management systems 

Promoting large-scale introduction for OPTiM’s AI pre-trained models 
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■About Genetec’s product services 

Genetec will develop and market for both Omnicast, which has been on the market for more than 20 

years, and Genetec Security Center, an integrated physical security platform that will be 

aggressively marketed in the future. 

 

⚫ Omnicast 

Omnicast is an advanced VMS that combines a well-designed, easy-to-use graphical user 

interface with the redundancy, load balancing, and authentication features required for stable 

operation of large facilities. 

When run on Windows® or Windows Server®, footage from up to 300 cameras can be recorded 

on a single server, allowing unlimited cameras and monitoring devices to be managed and 

operated as a single system on multiple recording servers, making it an ideal solution for large 

facilities. 

 

⚫ Genetec Security Center 

A unified physical security suite that integrates entry and exit management, vehicle license 

number recognition, and more into one platform, while incorporating the functions of Omnicast 

VMS with sales records. With this integration, it is possible to seamlessly operate surveillance 

by cameras, access control, and security by recognizing vehicle license plate numbers. 

 

■About OPTiM AI Camera 

OPTiM AI Camera is a package service that supports marketing, security, operational efficiency, and 

more in any industry by collecting data from various types of cameras and analyzing the images by 

using pre-trained AI models. OPTiM AI Camera is equipped with a menu that applies over 300 AI 

pre-trained models for 11 industries, including medical, retail, and railways, making it possible to 

launch services that can be executed at a lower cost. 

 

Please refer to the following website: 

https://en.optim.cloud/services/ai-camera/ 
 

https://en.optim.cloud/services/ai-camera/
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※1 Source: IHS Markit Report on June 2019, please visit the following website: 

https://www.genetec.com/about-us/news/press-center/press-releases/genetec-takes-1-global-vms-vendor-position-
according-to-latest-ihs-report 

 

■About OPTiM Corporation https://www.optim.com 

OPTiM is a leader in internet-based services that improve its clients’ interactions with technology in 

all aspects of everyday life. Its solutions provide comprehensive IoT management and 

multifunctional remote communication. Its business partners include NTT, KDDI, Canon and Fuji 

Xerox. Based in Tokyo, Japan, its corporate motto is, "We make the net as simple as breathing." 

 
【Copyright/Trademark】 

※ The corporate names and product names mentioned above are registered trademarks or trademarks. 

※ The information presented in this press release is subject to change without notice. 
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OPTiM Corporate Promotion and Marketing Team 

press@optim.co.jp    TEL: +81-3-6435-8570    FAX: +81-3-6435-8560 
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